
Incentive Compensation
for Executives

By Arch Patton

IT can hardly be denied that incentives for
greater effort on the part of executives
would tend to increase a company's chances

of success. As pointed out by Andrew R. Towl
in his article in the July 1951 Number of the
HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW,^ size of salary by it-
self is far from the whole story; the individual's
feeling about his relative position in the execu-
tive pattern of the company is equally if not
more important. There are also many intan-
gible goals such as pride of accomplishment,
satisfaction in being associated with a company
of high reputation, recognition by the commu-
nity, and so on. But the fact remains that extra
inducements in monetary form — even though
taxes may make them more symbols than spend-
able realities — can be expected to infiuence,
and increase, a man's output of effort.

Right now, of course, we need all the manage-
ment effort we can summon forth to cope with
the problems posed by mobilization. Certainly,
production may be the decisive factor that en-
ables us to win out against Russia in the end,
and production in turn depends on the critical
element of management. But right now, also,
salary controls and considerations of public
policy make it less feasible to bring compensa-
tion incentives into play. We may hope, how-
ever, that this is a temporary situation and that
sooner or later we can again take appropriate
action to meet the fundamental, long-run im-
plications of incentive compensation for execu-
tives.

Accordingly, it is the purpose of this article
to discuss the increased need for executive in-

^ "Patterns of Executive Compensation," Vol. XXIX, No.
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centive compensation plans in our changed
economy, the factors which experience has
shown will weaken or kill such plans, and the
requirements for making them more effective.

Our Changed Economy
A few decades ago the dynamic ingredient in

the nation's great industrial expansion was own-
ership. An unusually aggressive young man
worked for someone else until his skill and
energy attracted enough capital to enable him
to start his own business. A sizable number of
the variety chains competing with F. W. Wool-
worth, for example, were started by men who
once worked for Woolworth. Some of the larger
rubber companies were started by men who had
been employees of the Goodyear Tire and Rub-
ber Company. Many a local merchant trained
the man who is now his biggest competitor.

These early entrepreneurs, these men who
had faith in themselves and the ability to trans-
late that faith into constructive action, were
reacting to incentives. Their motivation was
just as elemental as that felt by racing dogs who
run their hearts out chasing a mechanical rab-
bit. No matter how the psychologist might iso-
late and classify the incentive factors involved,
the layman can be excused for believing these
industrial pioneers had substantially two simple
motives: (1) the desire to do things differently,
in their own way; and (2) the desire to earn
more money.

Those were the days of the "one-man" busi-
ness. The boss frequently made all the decisions
and certainly most of the money. The aggres-
sive entrepreneurial type of man who worked
for him saw no reason for being denied either
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of these privileges and set about to change
things by building his own business. Through-
out the country there are literally thousands of
industrial monuments attesting the strength of
these motives.

Deflating the Entrepreneur. But two de-
velopments have tended to blunt the power of
this motivation:

(1) In the first place, as industry expanded,
it became increasingly difficult for the "one
man" to make all the decisions. As decisions
were decentralized, it gradually became evident
that their quality actually improved. With the
passage of time, therefore, the lower echelon
executive was given greater freedom of action,
more authority. At the same time, changing
public sentiment — or union strength — greatly
diluted the pleasures of being an arbitrary, old-
style boss.

(2) An even more important element in the
deflation of the entrepreneurial instinct has
been the enormous increase in the capital
needed to start a new business in an established
industry. Intrenched manufacturers were able
to grow with their industry, securing capital
in relatively small amounts as they went along.
Now a newly born competitor must be able to
match "big business" gadget for gadget, dollar
value for dollar value, right from the start. A
newcomer to the automobile business, for in-
stance, must be able to deliver a better car than
General Motors or Ford (each with assets in
excess of one billion dollars). Why would the
consumer be satisfied with "just as good" a car
made by an unknown manufacturer?

Even in the consumer goods industries where
capital requirements are more modest, the new-
comer faces the handicap of competing against
established brands. Existing companies will
have been promoting their own brands for
years. The millions of dollars spent on adver-
tising will have built a consumer following of
which the newcomer must capture a portion.
This requires millions of dollars in advertising
outlays, with no assurance of success.

The list of industries where a newcomer must
be able to invest I5 million to | i o million in
plant alone — not to mention funds needed to
finance the first few years — is growing with each
deflation of the dollar itself and each increase
in the size of leading competitors.

Thus, young executives who years ago would

have started their own businesses find working
for an established concern more satisfying than
it was. They are permitted greater latitude for
individual decision as a result of the delegation
downward of responsibility. And while the
entrepreneurial type is rarely interested in se-
curity as such, the comparatively high cost of
simple existence today must be something of a
deterrent to new enterprises. But the difficulty
of securing adequate capital remains the biggest
stumbling block.

Harnessing the Creative Drive. So, how do
you harness the creative drive of the entrepre-
neur while he is still an employee? How do you
stop the highly expensive process of training an
executive only to have him go over to a competi-
tor? (This way for the individual to secure
greater responsibility and often more exciting
opportunity has tended to replace the starting
of a new business as an outlet for the entrepre-
neurial urge.)

There is, of course, no one answer to these
questions. But there has been a significant de-
velopment during recent years that is worth
careful study: the displacement of the owner-
ship motivation by other executive motiva-
tions. There is nothing new about incentives
for individual executives or, for that matter,
whole groups of executives. But relatively little
critical attention has been focused on the emer-
gence of incentive compensation as an execu-
tive motivation, or on its successes and failures.

The writer has recently had the opportunity
of studying the compensation practices of 411
publicly owned companies in 22 major indus-
tries as part of a larger survey of executive com-
pensation made for the American Management
Association. (A description of this survey will
be found in the January 1951 HARVARD BUSI-
NESS REVIEW.^) In addition, it has been my
good fortune to assist a number of companies
in analyzing their own — and their competi-
tors' — compensation practices.

In the AMA study it was noted that twice
as many companies paid bonuses to executives
in 1949 as were doing so in 1945; that for non-
director officers the bonuses ranged between
8 5 ^ of salary in companies earning under I2
million to 37% of salary in companies earning
over $7 million (the figures for presidents be-

''Arch Patton, "Current Practices in Executive Compen-
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ing higher — 54% and 8 4 ^ respectively); and
that companies which were continuous bonus
payers from 1945 to 1949 reported a one third
greater increase in net profit between those
years than did all other companies covered
in the survey. The question is, of course,
whether the payment of bonuses to executives
has been a causal factor in bringing about
greater earnings or is a result of the relatively
high earnings record (which would naturally
lead to demand for extra compensation and to
ability to grant it) — or, more likely, a little of
both.

It would be difficult to prove that incentive
compensation of executives has been a potent
catalyst of successful management. Many
highly profitable companies have paid only
salaries to their executives. Indeed, a number
of outstanding concerns protest that, for them
at least, incentive compensation at the execu-
tive level has been unproductive.

However, there are phenomenally successful
examples of the effectiveness of executive in-
centive compensation. The fact that the Gen-
eral Motors Corporation is the largest competi-
tive enterprise in the world today may well de-
rive primarily from this company's 30-odd years'
experience with incentive compensation. The
insistent growth of Johnson & Johnson in the
drug field might also be traced to General
Johnson's belief in incentive payments to ex-
ecutives. The enormous growth and spectacu-
lar results of duPont in the chemical industry
— remember cellophane, nylon, and so forth —
could also stem largely from the decades-old
bonus plan that has stimulated its management.

To be sure, it remains partly a matter of
opinion whether incentive compensation sired
these individual achievements. But the writer,
having studied the compensation practices of
literally hundreds of companies, believes the
weight of evidence points strongly in this di-
rection. After all, the appraisal must depend
in large part on "feeling" and judgment grow-
ing out of experience, rather than on arrays of
statistics.

There is, it should be emphasized, no way to
tell for certain that this company would have
been more successful with incentive compen-
sation for its executives, or that company less
successful without it. For one thing, so many
interrelated factors are bound up in the suc-
cessful or nonsuccessful record of a company

that no single one can be isolated and measured
precisely, particularly when it is intangible by
nature. For another thing, so few incentive
plans have received the skillful administration
they require to be productive that in effect
most companies have never given them a real
test.

Working up a plan and starting the wheels
in motion is not enough. One big consumer
goods producer put a bonus plan in operation
60 days after a large competitor announced an
incentive plan for executives. Four years later
the plan was quietly dropped, unmourned, for
it was never productive. It had been thrown to-
gether — the term is used advisedly — too
hastily, without adequate study of either ob-
jectives or the internal effects of the plan's
administration. (It may be just coincidence,
but this company's ill-fated bonus plan was dis-
continued about six months after the competi-
tor company that started the whole thing in the
first place dropped its own plan!)

The point is that there are bonus plans and
bonus plans. Some provide incentive; others do
not. The distinction is not readily apparent,
but can be very real. Probably the most im-
portant ingredient in a solidly successful bonus
plan is its motivation of unusual effort on the
part of individual executives. This can be il-
lustrated by the difference between the produc-
tive incentive bonus and the more nebulous
profit-sharing bonus:

(1) The profit-sharing bonus usually distributes
a specified proportion of profits to executives on the
basis of their salaries. It normally can provide
real incentive where only a few — two or three —
top executives are involved.

But the profit-sharing bonus that uses salary as
a basis for distribution has a fundamental weak-
ness: even executives who do not pull their weight
share in the disbursement. This means that the in-
centive value is seriously diluted, for the creative
executives see the least aggressive executives shar-
ing equally in the fruits of their efforts.

(2) A real incentive bonus, on the other hand,
is paid only if the individual executive's contribu-
tion during the year warrants. Determination of
the bonus "kitty" remains the sam ê: a specified
proportion of net income. But distribution is re-
lated to coutribution rather than salary.

In addition to providing greater motivation
than a profit-sharing bonus, the incentive bonus
offers management a real administrative tool. The
incentive-type bonus means that the contribution
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of each executive during a given period must be
carefully weighed. This encourages the use of
facts — rather than guesswork — in judging the
size of the bonus to pay each executive. This action
of itself necessitates continuous top-m^anagement
appraisal of individual executives and their value
to the company ou some reasonably factual basis.
The very fact that this is difficult to do makes auy
method of trying to do it systematically all the
more desirable.

Perhaps the final — if not the most convinc-
ing — argument in behalf of incentive compen-
sation for executives is that its valtie is recog-
nized even by Communist Russia. The New
York Times recently reported a United Nations
study of Soviet fiscal policy toward productive
enterprises as follows:

"If an enterprise realized profits above the plan
—which all enterprises are intended to do — half
the above-plau profit goes to the m^anager's fund,
the study shows. This is used for special remunera-
tion of the manager and bonuses for certain em-
ployes."

Reasons for Success or Failure

The success or failure of a bonus plan is
measured by its effectiveness as an incentive.
In other words, if it works, it is successful. The
writer not long ago canvassed the executive in-
centive practices of nearly 50 top-flight compa-
nies. The so-called incentive bonus had been
tried at one time or another by one out of four
of these concerns — and had subsequently been
discarded as unproductive. Because of the im-
plications of this fact, the plans that failed were
carefully analyzed. By comparing the failures
with the obviously successful bonus plans, a
number of requirements for success were clearly
indicated. These fell into two categories — one
having to do with the administration of the
plan, the other with the characteristics of the
company and its industry.

Administrative Requirements. Plans which
meet the following requirements apparently
are more likely to be successful than those which
do not:

(1) The top management must believe in the
value of inceutive compeusatiou and make the
uecessary effort to see that it is productive. Actions
speak louder than words in selling the inceutive
bouus at all executive levels.

(2) The bonus should be substantial. When it
averages below 30% of salary in a good year, evi-
dence indicates it is probably too low.

(3) Payment should be made on the basis of iu-
dividual contribution, not on base salary received
or group accomplishment.

(4) The bonus "kitty" should be set at a specific
percentage of profits, after allowance for invested
capital. In other words, executives should know
what their bogey is.

(5) The company should be organized so that in-
dividual responsibility is clear-cut, permittiug the
most factual evaluation of contribution possible.
(Executive job evaluation has been fouud helpful
in this regard.) The greater the deceutralizatiou,
the greater the influence of net profit iu measur-
ing individual contribution.

(6) Allocation of bonus to divisions should be
based largely ou profits of each division.

(7) The bouus should be available to everyone
above a specified level. Payment is uot necessary
unless contribution warrants, but opportunity is.

(8) The bouus arrangement should be a coutiu-
uiug force, approved by stockholders, and not sub-
ject to the whim of an individual or a group.

(g) Time appears to be au essential ingredient
in a successful inceutive bouus plau. The reason
is that it takes several years to "sell" lower echelous
on the fact that the management means business.
Too frequently so-called incentive plans are adop-
ted, only to be eliminated when bouuses become
large. But the principal reason for the time re-
quirement seems to lie iu the years it takes to
bring an organization to the creative, highly com-
petitive frame of mind required by the successful
inceutive bonus.

Obviously, there was no general agreement
among companies interviewed on all of the
above points. They represent an appraisal
based on a good deal of investigation of indi-
vidual company practices. But it is significant
that plans which failed violated a major portion
of the above provisos.

Few executives argue that there is no need
for top management to believe in the bonus, or
that the bonus should not be a continuing force.
There is, however, less unanimity on the other
points. In general, the companies with suc-
cessful bonus plans support these points, while
others are less sure. For example, many com-
panies have bonus plans that pay executives
an average of less than 30% of salary as a bonus.
But careful questioning indicated that there
were reservations at the top-management level
as to the value of the plan as an incentive. It
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helped build esprit, made for a better internal
"climate," yet often did not fill the basic objec-
tive of the plan in the first place — to provide an
incentive for greater individual effort.

The allocation of the bonus to major divi-
.«ions within a company with a decentralized
responsibility for products is another point of
difference. Some companies simply divide the
bonus among divisions on the basis of an evalu-
ation largely dictated from the top. Another
method divides the bonus among divisions on
the basis of total salaries, with the division
head being judged separately by top manage-
ment. But outstandingly successful bonus
plans are virtually unanimous in allocating
payments to divisions largely on the basis of
profits earned by each division.

Allotment on a net-profit basis admittedly
poses some problems — as, for example, when
;a new division is losing money. In such a case,
:some companies hold that the older divisions
.should not be penalized for a top-management
decision to enter a new business. As they see it,
when the losses of a new division cut the
bonuses of those operating the old units of a
•company, the incentive is also reduced. The
radio industry provides an interesting example
•of this problem. Television, the glamorous
newcomer, has been largely supported in its
early years by profits from radio broadcasting.
.Should radio executives, providing the profits
to build television — which in the long run may
well eliminate their own jobs — have their
bonuses slashed simply because television loses
money? This is a very difficult question to an-

:swer, and the wrong answer may have important
long-range repercussions.

Characteristics of the Company and Industry.
The fact that so many so-called incentive bonus
plans have failed is proof enough that the in-
centive principle does not operate by itself.
Further, there seem to be several elemental fac-

-tors required for its successful application.
These tend to indicate whether companies can
or cannot use incentive bonuses effectively.
Here are three conditions that are fairly com-
mon to companies which seem able to make
effective use of incentive plans:

(1) A substantial number of potentially costly
^decisions are made iu any given period of time.

(2) These decisions are made individually.

rather thau jointly by middle management aud
the top level.

(3) The success or failure of these decisions be-
comes evident rather quickly.

Thus we find retail trade, the textile indus-
try, automobile manufacturers, and similar
multidecision businesses effective users of the
incentive bonus. These are fast-moving busi-
nesses where executive mistakes are expensive
and quickly recognizable.

On the other hand, those industries where
few potentially expensive decisions are made,
by few executives (often acting on a committee
basis), and where the results are years in the
making, do not seem so adaptable to the incen-
tive bonus. Thus the oil industry, the utility
business, and similar groups boast relatively
few long-standing incentive bonus plans. This
appears to result from the fact that basic raw
material industries in particular find it possible
to operate successfully with only a few poten-
tially costly major decisions, which are often
made unanimously by a committee of execu-
tives. The results of such decisions normally
take years to unfold, as when an oil company
decides to exploit a new field.

Another important ingredient in the success
of a bonus plan is how well it "fits" the par-
ticular company. A plan that works admirably
in a highly competitive industry is likely to
prove unworkable in a less competitive indus-
try. Then, too, since an incentive bonus seems
to be about as effective as a company's top man-
agement permits, the quality of the manage-
ment in itself in part determines its degree of
success.

Basic Nature of Executive Jobs. Only when
these requirements are met, so experience in-
dicates, can incentives have free play. But the
significant point is that, when they are freed,
they do call forth greater effort on the part of
executives — and for a very basic reason.

Although too few of them seem to appreciate
the fact, every executive has two jobs. The first
is the responsibility inherent in the position he
holds for the long-term success of the company.
The second is his responsibility for making con-
tributions to profits that might be regarded as
"beyond the call of duty."

It is this second phase of an executive's re-
sponsibility that supplies the dynamism neces-
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sary for the expansion of a business. It creates
the atmosphere for competitive thinking of the
type that produced Kleenex in the 5-cent pack-
age, put Coca Cola in bottles, made General
Motors the largest producer of railroad loco-
motives, combined bandages and adhesive tape
to make Johnson & Johnson's Band-Aid.

These are admittedly overdramatic examples
of the "second job." Most individual ideas
will be of lesser stature. But the point is that
the executives who did not originate these
ideas, work out the details, fight them through
a conservative management, and see that they
were sold to the consumer at a profit may have
done their individual jobs just as well as the
originators of the ideas. Yet they did not make
the "plus contribution" involved in these ideas.
So, if executives in these companies were paid
salaries only or bonuses based on salaries, the
noncontributors would fare just as well as the
creative executives — which would be incentive
in reverse.

Since surveys indicate barely four companies
in ten pay any form of bonus, however, the
average executive is paid only for the first part
of his job. In other words, we find approxi-
mately six out of ten concerns making no effort
at all to remind executives of the all-important
"second job." To be sure, an executive is sup-
posed and expected always to do his best. But
the psychological fact seems to be that a driving
incentive will make him do "better than his
best."

Companies using the incentive bonus say
that one of the greatest values of such a bonus
is that it dramatizes the short-term contribution
to profits and keeps its worth to the company
constantly before the eyes of the executive
team. In other words, the incentive bonus fo-
cuses attention on an essential management
function that is frequently overlooked or neg-
lected when salary alone is used as a reward.
There is, of course, some risk in stimulating
short-term profit consciousness, for it might
result in short-term thinking on the part of the
executive. However, it is largely a question of
providing safeguards against such shortsighted-
ness in the form of realistic budgets and con-
trols.

Who is to Receive How Much?
Companies installing incentive bonuses at

the executive level face two immediate — and

critical — decisions: (1) how far down the ex-
ecutive ladder to extend the bonus, and (2)
how to determine contribution in paying
bonuses.

Coverage. The answer to the question of
how many executives should be included in the
bonus plan is dependent on several factors. One
is the normal profitability of the company. If
too many executive echelons are eligible for a
bonus, there will be insufficient money in the
bonus "kitty" to provide adequate incentive.
On the other hand, if only the top-executive
level is embraced by the plan, the value of
training the middle executive group to the com-
petitive philosophy inherent in incentive com-
pensation is lost. The soundest policy, as a gen-
eralization, is to include as many executive
layers as average profitability permits.

Companies with low profit margins find it
advantageous to limit bonus eligibility to spe-
cific responsibility levels, say the third or
fourth echelons. There is merit in this ap-
proach, especially when the bulk of the deci-
sions can be made by comparatively few execu-
tives.

Another method is to measure eligibility by
salary received. General Motors, for example,
used to consider as eligible for a bonus any em-
ployee earning $7,200 or more. This figure
was dropped last year to about |6,ooo. Other
companies, such as duPont, use the same tech-
nique. Normally, most large companies with
high profit margins use the salary as a yardstick
of eligibility.

Determining Contribution. The most seri-
ous problem managements must tackle, how-
ever, is that of evolving a solid basis for making-
bonus payments — in other words, the measure-
ment of contribution. It is over this obstacle
that most bonus plans stumble or fall flat.

The objective, of course, is to provide a yard-
stick of contribution that involves a maximum*
of factual measurement. The less any bonus,
plan rests on personal opinion, the greater its-
chances of success. This is why decentralization
of responsibility is so important in incentive
plans, since it helps top management put its
finger on the executives who make money for
the company. The further down in the organi-
zation net profits can be traced, therefore, the:
greater the effectiveness of the bonus.
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The appraisal of executive performance has
been greatly aided by what might be called the
tools of management control. For example,
the performance of production executives can
be measured fairly by standard cost data. A
sales executive can be adequately appraised in
accordance with a sound sales budget based on
market potential. Purchasing performance
also can be evaluated as pointed out by Howard
T. Lewis in a recent issue of the HARVARD
BUSINESS REVIEW.* Even research can be ob-
jectively appraised when realistic goals provide
the basis for measuring actual performance.

The functional organization, of course, of-
fers a problem in the assignment of profit re-
sponsibility. In the usual functional organiza-
tion only the president has responsibility for
profit, for he alone has authority over all the
functions that make up net income. Of course,
this is a condition that can hardly be avoided
in one-product concerns. But, to a greater or
lesser degree, all companies face the functional
problem. Even the largest decentralized or-
ganizations reach a unit somewhere down the
line that cannot be further divided, profit-wise,
without loss of effectiveness.

Evaluating Executives. Since the functional
organization does not lend itself readily to net
profit measurement of contribution, the vari-
ous management control yardsticks — standard
costs, budgets, and so on — assume increasing
importance in any appraisal.

Opinion obviously plays an important role in
such an evaluation. But if the top management
insists that executives back up their appraisals
of subordinates with facts (after all, an execu-
tive has to do or suggest something to warrant
a bonus), these opinions can have a solid foun-
dation. One successful technique used to in-
sure fact-backed appraisals is for total bonus
allocations to be handed down to division
heads, distributed by them to their subordinate
department heads, and finally parceled out by
the latter to group heads. Then the individual
bonus recommendations start at the lowest
executive level and move up from echelon to
echelon. Thus each divisional department and
group head has his bonus recommendations
set by his immediate superior. He, in turn,
establishes the basis for men reporting to him.

" "Evaluation of Forward Buying," Vol. XXIX, No. 2
(March 1951), p. 37.

By this system the bonuses of a majority of
the eligible executives will be subject to pointed
questions as they m.ove up through the organi-
zation. A chief executive who insists that each
subordinate is responsible for the fairness of
every bonus under his jurisdiction can normally
expect reasonably good results. This method
is particularly effective when the top executive
himself is known to be capable of asking ques-
tions and expecting factual answers.

Not the least of the benefit in such an evalu-
ation is the opportunity it offers for an execu-
tive to review with each subordinate his prog-
ress during the year. Weaknesses can be pointed
out and training suggested to correct them.
This provides an invaluable tool for building
executive teamwork.

This matter of determining contribution em-
phasizes again that administration of a success-
ful incentive bonus plan requires good manage-
ment. Even top-notch companies, with out-
standing bonus plans, are quick to point out
that it is a case of trial and error. What works
phenomenally well for one company, they say,
seems to bog down in another. In other words,
every company is different and needs a plan
carefully tailored to its individual require-
ments.

As many yardsticks of executive contribution
have been tried as there are plans. It seems to
be a case of experimenting — with tangible,
realistic measurements of contribution when-
ever possible — and keeping those yardsticks
that work. No wonder, then, that it takes time,
as well as good management, to get a plan oper-
ating effectively.

The fact that the bonus plans of General
Motors, Johnson & Johnson, duPont, and S. C.
Johnson Sons (Johnson's Wax) span two dec-
ades or more is an important element in their
success. The managements have had an op-
portunity to shake the "bugs" out of their plans,
and several generations of employees have been
raised in the competitive atmosphere which a
sound incentive plan creates.

Paying the Bonus
One of the keys to success involves seeing to

it that the executive team understands that the
bonus cannot be considered as salary. This
understanding is extremely important, for many
a bonus plan has lost its incentive value on this
point alone.
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Some companies pay bonuses quarterly or
semiannually. Most of those doing so agree
that this method is a mistake if the objective is
to provide an incentive. The major drawback
is that it practically insures that executives
will come to regard the bonus as salary. The
size of the individual check is halved or quar-
tered; in the executive's mind the value of the
bonus is thereby subconsciously reduced. Then,
too, the frequent payments seem to identify the
bonus with the equally regular salary check.

One company in a mass-production industry
paid its bonus in quarterly installments and
could not understand why it was ineffective.
Since the bonus had been paid each quarter
for nearly six years, every executive had come to
consider the bonus part of his salary. Of
course, the fact that in this case the bonus was
paid on the basis of salary received did nothing
to dispel that conviction.

Another important point to keep in mind is
that, if the bonus is to be considered separate
from salary, the regular compensation of indi-
vidual executives must approximate the aver-
age rate in the industry. In other words, only
if their salary checks equal the going rate can
executives be expected to regard the bonus as
extra compensation for extra effort.

Problem, of Uneven Earnings. But what hap-
pens to executive morale in an unprofitable
year when no bonus is paid? This is a point
that troubles many companies in the early years
of their incentive bonus experience. To be
successful, they point out, the bonus must be
large. Yet when large bonus payments are fol-
lowed by a bonus drought, executives are bound
to feel the pinch. And some poor profit years
are inevitable in any company.

Here it is not enough — though it is still a
prime requirement — that executives realize
their bonuses have not been a part of regular
salary. For the fact is that a creative, conscien-
tious executive will probably work harder and
longer in a bad year than in a good year; yet,
since net income must be the basis for extra
compensation, he will actually receive less total
compensation for the greater personal effort.

Most bonus plans make no provision for
this contingency. But a few companies have
worked out a method of handling the problem.
In general, this involves setting up a bonus re-
serve in very good years that can be used in lean

years. This means a portion of the bonus
"kitty" is retained in a special fund to reward
unusual contribution in a poor year. (Of
course, no tax deduction is allowed the company
on such a reserve.)

The objective of a bonus reserve is not to
even out payments to executives (which would
foster the feeling that the bonus was part of
salary), but to provide a measure of incentive
even in unprofitable years. Such a fund, ob-
viously, cannot match total payments made in
a profitable year. The attempt is made to pay
a fair individual bonus in poor years, but to
be much more selective in evaluating contribu-
tion. By limiting the number of executives
receiving bonuses under such conditions, the
amount paid out can be severely reduced, but
the principle of extra compensation for extra
contribution is maintained.

Even in good years there is no reason to pay a
bonus to all eligible executives. This tends to
weaken the fundamental basis for the bonus,
since l o o ^ payment implies that it is a right.
Companies with years of experience tend to ad-
just the number of bonus recipients to the
profit level. In an average bonus year, they
might pay some bonus to, say, 60% or 65% of
the eligibles. This portion could increase to
7 5 ^ or 85% in very good years, and might
drop to 3 0 ^ or 40% in a year returning a rela-
tively small bonus fund.

These percentages, it should be noted, war-
rant careful handling. One company president,
for example, created an internal morale prob-
lem of some magnitude by ordering the
number of bonuses paid cut in half although
profits were only a little changed. When a
big bonus fund is available, standards can be
eased somewhat. Conversely, in a poor bonus-
fund year evaluation of contributions can be
tightened.

A number of companies make their bonuses
payable over a period of years. Thus, an ex-
ecutive may receive a bonus of, say, $15,000
for his contribution to a given year's profits.
But payment will be made over a three-year or
five-year period. This arrangement has an ad-
vantage where bonuses have been a sizable pro-
portion of total incom.e, for it averages out the
income on which taxes must be paid. Thus
the bonus of a good year may become taxable
in a relatively poor year. This spreading out
of the bonus has the further advantage, from
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the company's viewpoint, of cutting executive
turnover where the executive would lose any
unpaid portion of the bonus if he voluntarily
left the employ of his company.

Many companies feel that capital stock bonus
payments have an advantage over cash. The
executive whose stock ownership is steadily in-
creasing as a result of bonus payments has the
additional incentive to maintain his contribu-
tion to company profitability on a high level,
good years and bad years, for that way he pro-
tects his "investment" and receives a "second
bonus" in the form of a capital gain when in-
creased earnings boost his stock's value.

However, a number of leading exponents of
the incentive bonus who used to pay their
bonuses largely in capital stock of the company
have, because of the sharp increase in personal
income taxes, in almost every case reduced the
proportion of the bonus paid in stock. Some
have established a 20% stock — 8ofc cash basis;
or 5ofo stock —50% cash basis. Others have
set up a sliding scale or permitted some choice
as to the proportion of stock included in the
bonus payment.

This is an illustration of the fact, as reported
by so many companies with well-established
incentive bonuses, that administrative changes
have been found necessary with the passage of
years, no matter how sound the original con-
cept may have been.

Deferred Contingent Compensation Con-
tracts. One of today's problems among top ex-
ecutives is the search for some raeans of making
bonus payments that are subject to less than
normal income tax rates. A number of com-
panies have set up tax-deferred bonus plans,
sometimes called deferred contingent compensa-
tion contracts. These generally involve money
or stock that is set aside in a fund for payment
to the executive upon death or retirement. It
is taxable as income to the recipient — and de-
ductible by the company as expense — at time
•of payment.

The Treasury Department has agreed to a
number of such plans. There are problems in-
volved, however, that have deterred many long-
headed incentive bonus payers. In addition to
the legal risks — for Treasury agreement today
may be valueless tomorrow — there are some
who believe deferred contingent bonuses pro-
-vide less incentive to the lower echelon execu-

tive than a regular cash or stock bonus. They
reason as follows:

(1) The younger executive would not be able
to spend his bonus for many years, yet he is in the
accumulative stage of his career — having children,
buying a home, and so on. He needs spendable
income, not promises to pay at some distant date.

(2) In the 15-20—25 years that would elapse be-
fore the younger executive's bonus would actually
become his, the tax laws could easily change
enough to wipe out much of the tax advantage
existing at today's rates.

(g) The demand for a tax-deferred bonus actu-
ally originates with the few executives at the top,
whose salaries are high and whose years to wait are
relatively few. A bonus plan that reaches down
to the lower executive level may well find that
the majority of the eligible executives actually
prefer a bonus tfiey can spend if necessary, despite
the tax saving involved in such deferred compen-
sation.

Such deferred compensation contracts are
contingent for payment, for instance, on the
executive's agreeing not to work for a competi-
tor. But they are equally contingent, let it be
emphasized, on a Bureau of Internal Revenue
ruling or legislation by Congress. Such con-
tracts are tolerated, but they are not law, and
to the best of the writer's knowledge have not
been adjudicated by the courts.

If by Treasury ruling or Congressional action
these contingent contracts were overturned, it
is possible that an executive might be liable for
a. 6fo penalty on unpaid tax balances for three
years — some 18%. Many companies feel that
this risk alone is too great. The estate of one
executive with a deferred compensation con-
tract is now fighting a Treasury Department
demand that the entire amount of deferred in-
come—payable by contract over 15 years to
the estate — is taxable in the year of death.

Such contracts have been useful in attracting
a high-bracket executive who could not other-
wise be enticed. But there are those who re-
gard the device as a tax loophole that may not
remain open too long.

The Use of Stock Options. The 1950 tax law
has given the stock option a new lease on life
as an executive incentive. The law provides
that profit on an option given at 95% or more
of the current market is taxable only at capital
gain rates, that at 85% of the current market
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the profit over the market price is taxable as a
capital gain.

The stock option does have advantages for
both the company and the executive. A big
profit can be made by the executive only if the
company's net income increases sufficiently
over the years to bring about a substantially
higher market price for the stock. So it does
provide an incentive that benefits both parties.
It also allows an executive in a high tax bracket
to take his "bonus" in what is today a form of
relatively low-tax income.

Then, too, the stock option is occasionally the
only way a company can attract the executive
it needs. A famous case in point was when
Montgomery Ward directors persuaded Sewell
Avery to become chief executive of that concern
in 1931. Salary alone could hardly have at-
tracted him from the United States Gypsum
Company, in which he had a large stock inter-
est. But when he was offered the opportunity
to buy 100,000 shares of Montgomery Ward
stock at 111 a share, he decided to go to work.
The fact that Mr. Avery has made a $6-million
paper profit on this stock (if he still owns it)
is less important than the fact that the company
earned $74 million in 1950 compared with a loss
of nearly $9 million in the year Mr. Avery
took over. In the last ten years alone, over I400
million has been earned by the company.

The stock option costs the company no cash.
In fact, it brings in cash when the option is ex-
ercised. Treasury stock can be issued for this
purpose. Thus Montgomery Ward was able to
get the services of one of America's outstanding
executives at the time with the expenditure of
little money, a woefully short commodity in
many companies in 1931.

But the stock option has disadvantages. It
is normally an arrangement whereby the execu-
tive is offered at one time a sizable block of
stock purchasable at some future date. The
compelling incentive to produce profit-making
contributions every year — the objective of an
incentive bonus —is blunted by the relaxing
of the pressure of time.

More important, when big options are offered
to the top executive, smaller options are fre-
quently made available to lesser executives to
secure their support and to make the deal more
palatable to stockholders. It is possible for
some executives with little profit-responsibility
to ride the coat tails of higher ranking officers.

taking the stock profit but making little con-
tribution.

Again, the reaction of stockholders to large
stock options for executives is not always favor-
able. It may be unrealistic — since executives
normally must produce to make a profit on
their o p t i o n - b u t the suspicion apparently
remains that somehow an option means giving
the executive something for nothing. Last, but
not least, the tax on capital gains may increase
from its present 25% rate sufficiently to wipe
out some of the incentive now existing in capi-
tal-gains income, particularly for lower bracket
executives.

The typical stock option has its greatest value
(1) in a situation where executive action can
greatly influence earnings - for example, in a
young company or in one that new manage-
ment is revitalizing; (2) in a concern where ex-
ecutive action is more important than random
economic factors in the market's evaluation of
the stock; and (3) in publicly owned rather
than privately owned concerns.

Aside from the "sick" company, where it is
generally agreed the stock option has much to
offer, some executives feel that other motiva-
tions provide greater incentive than the typical
long-term stock option. For example, the
stock-plus-cash bonus has most of the advantages
of the stock option with the additional benefits
of (1) making the executive a stock owner
years earlier and (2) providing the stimulation
of year-in, year-out weighing of contribution
in setting the bonus. Of course, the salary
"freeze" has killed this type of incentive bonus,,
at least temporarily.

A combining of the principle of the annual
incentive bonus and the stock option offers an
intriguing possibility as an executive motiva-
tion. Suppose, for example, that instead of
paying a bonus in cash based on company prof-
its, stock options were made available to eligi-
ble executives. Think of the incentive wrapped
up in this package. To begin with, the prin-
ciple of contribution can be applied in al-
locating options; this means the producer will
be the gainer. Then these options will be made
available every year; this will provide contin-
uing stimulation to productiveness. Further-
more, as the years go by, executives will of ne-
cessity accumulate stock in their company; this,
is all to the good, since the fact that stock is
made available every year will tend to bring;
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about a good average price, eliminating the
usual fear of a slump in the stock market.

A large oil company recently offered its top
executives a shrewd variation of this plan. Ex-
ecutives were offered a cash bonus. However,
they could divide the bonus by 15 — the value
of the income in an 85%-of-market stock op-
tion — and choose instead a stock option. Thus,
if an executive's bonus was $150,000, he could
choose 10,000 shares of stock optioned at the
market.

There are, of course, problems and unan-
swered questions. The tax laws may change.
This in itself could wipe out the value of the
option for the lower executive group. How
long should the options be outstanding? How
far down the executive ladder should they be
distributed? How will executives react to this
relatively long-range — though tax-saving — in-
centive?

But the big value today of such an option
plan is that the government's wage stabilization
program has no obvious control over its use.
Since the executive is getting nothing today, a
good case can be made for by-passing salary
controls.* Furthermore, the option alone offers
capital gains to top-bracket executives.

The "Sponsored" Company as a Capital-
Gains Vehicle. Frequently there will be good
reasons why the stock of a company may not
be used to provide capital-gains opportunities
for executives. When this condition exists,
there is one possibility that could be of interest
in special situations: the use of stock in what
might be called a "sponsored" company.

An example of such a "sponsored" situation
occurred when a large privately owned manu-
facturing company wanted to attract several
able and highly paid executives a few years ago.
A new company was formed to distribute farm
equipment which had been made by the manu-
facturing company for some years. The men
who were being sought as executives were of-
fered an opportunity to acquire stock in this
new concern. A capital-gains opportunity was
probably the only way such men could have
been induced to leave their old employers. The
fact that this venture turned out to be a highly

' It should be noted, however, that on July 32, the
Salary Stabilization Board announced the appointment of
an outside panel to study the practice of granting options
for stock purchases to officers and employees and at the

profitable one meant a capital-gains profit could
be realized by the individual executive far in
excess of anything he could have retained out
of almost any conceivable salary.

Such a venture would be difficult for any but
a rather sizable, privately owned company.
Stockholders would want to know why a profit-
able opportunity was turned over by the com-
pany to its executives. Even if the "sponsored"
company handled a product that permitted
"arms length" dealing by the executive-owners,
the answer to this question put by a dissident
stockholder is not easy. Great care would also
be necessary to ensure that no liabilities, how-
ever contingent, were transferred to the spon-
soring company.

Summary

The incentive bonus, properly used, can of-
fer a competitive advantage by stimulating
creative profit consciousness in the executive
team. It also provides a good management
tool. Consider the essential management in-
gredients in a sound incentive bonus plan:

1. Well-organized executive responsibilities.
2. Clear-cut profit responsibility at the execu-

tive level.
3. The greatest possible decentralization of re-

sponsibility and authority.
4. Constant objective appraisal of executive

contribution to profit.
5. Encouragement of expansion-mindedness

rather than timid conservatism.

A top management that believes in these
things and consistently sells them throughout
the organization is already well along the road
to superior management. In simplest terxns,
therefore, the successful incentive bonus plan
promotes good management.

There are many ways of providing financial
incentives for executives: cash and stock
bonuses, stock options, deferred compensation,
stock ownership, and the like. Each offers some
advantages. None is a panacea for all compa-
nies. The financial vice president of one of
America's largest and most successful corpo-
rations recently commented, "If management
generally recognized that incentive compensa-

same time cautioned businessmen that if they make such
arrangements without SSB approval, they run the risk of
penalties {New York Times, July 23, 1951).
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tion must be designed for each company indi-
vidually, there would be far fewer failures in
the use of this powerful incentive for better
management."

The fact that outstanding companies have
adopted this or that type of incentive program
is less important than a knowledge of (l) why
the components of the program were chosen,
(2) what they were intended to do, and (3) how
successful the bonus plan actually has been in
providing incentive. One large, well-regarded
company with a bonus program that has been
copied by a number of smaller concerns pri-
vately admits its bonus does not make any real
contribution to the success of the business.
What the imitators do not know is that the
company would change its plan in short order
if it were not afraid of the effect of such a change
on morale.

The final choice of an incentive compensa-
tion plan for any company, therefore, should
be made only after careful appraisal of the ob-

jectives, the management, the industry, and the
many tangible and intangible factors that make
for success.

A bonus plan will not work by itself. Not
infrequently a bonus plan is installed and then
the top management just sits back "to see how
it works." It won't — not under those circum-
stances. There are countless case histories at-
testing the need for the organization to be sold
on the value of the bonus, for the type of bonus
to match the objective (profit sharing has ques-
tionable incentive value), for the bonus pay-
ments to be based on the nearest approximation
to contribution that is humanly possible, and
for action to be taken on below-par executives.

The chief executive who accepts the incen-
tive bonus as a motivation for his executive
team has assumed no easy burden. But there
is every indication he has chosen a management
tool that bids fair to displace individual own-
ership as the key incentive in the future growth
of American industry.

From: Thomas H. Sanders, Effects of Taxation on Executives

All but a very few [of the executives interviewed] believed that the
long-run effect of high tax rates will be to diminish the amount of execu-
tive energy put into the economy, and to divert it to other channels. Some
of the most able men coupled their flat denials of any present efEects of
taxes on executive effort with such remarks as, "Their long-run efEects
will be to curtail energy," and "They will probably tell in the long
run." . . .

These thoughts on the future naturally turned to the probable effects of
taxation on future generations of prospective executives. "The young
men," said one, "will not be able to afford the same standard of living as
their predecessors enjoyed. When they discover this their disappointment
will result in less effort and reduced enthusiasm." Said another: "Young
men can still see, and are encouraged by, older executives enjoying a good
standard of living because they accumulated a good competence before
the days of high taxes. When those are gone, there will be nothing to
inspire them, and we will then see the disincentive results." . . .

Offsetting these pessimistic views as to the destructive effects of long-
continued high taxes were others which found their point of departure
in concepts of man's powers of adaptation to his environment. . . . But
such acquiescence does not satisfy those who think they foresee a decline
in vigor. On the contrary, they see in it evidence of weakness which, they
assert, supports their view; only a decline in vigor, they say, could lead
men to accept such conditions.

— (Boston, Massachusetts, Division of Research, Graduate School
of Business Administration, Harvard University, 1951), pp. 74-75-






